
All prices are subject to 10% service charge. 
 

DADA’S CELLAR – BY GLASS 
SPARKLING WINE   Glass  Bottle 

 
  

ZONIN PROSECCO, BRUT NV 
100% prosecco, strong earthy and floral quality that 
goes from the nose all the way through the palate with 
funky flavour. 

• $110 • $515 • 

 
  

THE LUXE MANOR, LA PÊCHE, 
CALIFORNIA  
The Luxe Manor invites you to an unique experience 
of “modern elegance” and offers you precious blend of 
French Colombard and Chardonnay. 

• $75 • $350 • 

 
  

CHAMPAGNE   Glass  Bottle 
 

  

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE’ NV 
This blend of 60% Pinot Noir, 25% Chardonnay,  
15 % Pinot Meunier bears plenty of toast, yeast and 
toasted hazelnuts in the nose. Mouth filling and rich 
and its 60% pinot noir which adds lot of body to this 
special cuvee. 

• $198 • $980 • 

ROSE   Glass  Bottle 
 

  

WHISPERING ANGEL ROSE’ 2012, 
CHATEAU, D’ESCLANS, PROVENCE 
Light pink in colour-virtue of free run juice, crisp nose 
showing strawberry and peach, hint of subtle 
creaminess. The palate is soft and round with 
minerals, dry and clean finish. 

• $110 • $520 • 

 
  

DESSERT WINE   Glass  Bottle 
 

  

MOSCATO D’ASTI CASTELLO DEL 

POGGIO 2012 
Straw-yellow colour with golden reflections and 
delicate mousse. The bouquet is intense and inviting 
with delicate scents of musk and peaches. Well 
balanced with extremely refined fruitiness. Excellent 
with desserts and fruits or on its own. 

• $110 • $520 • 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



All prices are subject to 10% service charge. 
 

 
WHITE WINE   Glass  Bottle 

 
  

ECHEVERRIA RESERVE CHARDONNAY, 
CHILE 

• $85 • $415 • 

Straw-yellow colour, fresh green apple. Acid balance 
and oak aging grants this wine a great palate. 

TRENTINO PINOT GRIGIO, IGT, 
VENETO, ITALY 

• $90 • $445 • 

Straw-yellow colour, persistent nose with floral notes,  
dry, but fresh palate with character and elegance. 

S.A. PRUM ESSENCE, 
RIESLING, MOSEL, GERMANY 

• $95 • $465 • 

Light gold, with scents of apricot and peach, perfectly 
balanced by a racy acidity and mineral character. 

BABICH BLACK LABEL, SAUVIGNON 
BLANC, MARLBOROUGH, 
NEW ZEALAND 

• $95 • $465 • 

The bouquet of musk and passion fruit leads into an intense  
fruit salad of flavours in the mouth. Notes of melon and  
gooseberry join the mid palate and linger on the finish. 

L. ALBRECHT RESERVE 
GEWURZTRAMINER, ALSACE, FRANCE 

• $110 • $520 • 

This begins with deliciously sweet aromas of honey, lemon,  
tropical fruits and a little spice. This is a rich, almost thick  
wine with full and smooth mouth feel and mineral finish. 

 

RED WINE   Glass  Bottle 
 

  

ECHEVERRIA CABERNET SAUVIGNON, 
CHILE 

• $85 • $415 • 

Very intense red with a strong character of green, 
black pepper and cassis with red fruit background.  
The oak aging adds toast and coffee. 

BIANCHI MALBEC, MENDOZA, 
ARGENTINA 

• $90 • $445 • 

Dark ink in colour with powerful nose, very well balanced 
tannin and alcohol, robust and full of life. 

PEPE NERO PRIMITIVO, IGT, ITALY • $95 • $465 • 

Medium to full, bright red full of spices and typical  
primitivo nose. Sound and comforting finish. 

WILD ROCK CUPIS’S AROW PINOT  
NOIR, CENTRAL OTAGO 
Medium purplish red in colour, aromas of freshly 

picked berries and wild flowers, approachable with 

long finish.  

 

 

 • $100 • $480 • 

SIMI MERLOT, SONOMA COUNTY, 
USA 
Expressive cherry and blackberry with soft tannins 

and good weight on the palate accompanied by 

intense notes of caramel and chocolate. 

 • $100 • $480 • 



All prices are subject to 10% service charge. 
 

DADA’S CELLAR – BY BOTTLE 
CHAMPAGNE 

 
  

MOËT CHANDON, IMPERIAL NV 
Zestful with great suppleness, rose colour with shades of 
copper, lively, expressive nose dominated by the scent of  
wild strawberries, full-bodied palate with assertive fruitiness. 

• $980  • 

VEUVE CLIQUOT PONSARDIN,  
YELLOW LABEL NV 
The strength of this golden-yellow wine is immediately 
pleasing to the nose while its complexity explodes on the 
palate. The initial notes of fruits are followed by more discreet 
aromas of brioche’ and vanilla. Brut yellow label offers perfect 
balance of finesse and forcefulness. 

• $1,080 • 

BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE’ NV 
This blend of 60% Pinot Noir, 25% Chardonnay,  
15 % Pinot Meunier bears plenty of toast, yeast and toasted 
hazelnuts in the nose. Mouth filling and rich and its that 60% 
pinot noir which adds lot of body to this special cuvee. 

• $1,150 •  

BILLECART-SALMON BRUT RESERVE 
Maturity touched with floral freshness for this cuvée that 
breathes aromas of ripe pears. On the palate, it is a full, vinous 
attack followed by a fine freshness and a rich bouquet bear 
witness to the ageing of this cuvée. 

• $1,150 • 

VEUVE CLIQUOT PONSARDIN, ROSE’ NV 
A Rose’ expression of the yellow label, the wine has a 
luminous colour with attractive pink glints. Elegant on the 
nose with aromas of fresh red fruit biscuity notes of dried 
fruits and Viennese pastries. 

• $1,380 • 

DOM PERIGNON 2003 
Flavours of lemon oil, orange rind, and brioche in a  
medium-bodied with zesty, rich, moderately intense style. 

• $2,880 • 

KRUG, BRUT GRANDE CUVEE 
An intense, enchanting bouquet, full, round aroma, flavour of 
roasted hazelnuts whose depth is drawn out and amplified in 
the mouth, ending with a flowery, beautifully fresh note. 

• $3,380 • 

  

 



All prices are subject to 10% service charge. 
 

 
WHITE WINE 

 
  

DOMAINE DANIEL REVERDY & FILS 

SANCERRE, LOIRE VALLEY 2010 
Light golden-green., remarkable and aromatic intensity on the 
nose. Floral notes of white flowers like hawthorn, acacia and 
elderflower. It is lively on the palate with very pleasant 
acidulous characteristics prolonged by light fruity notes. 

• $480 • 

DERSS CIRCLE PINOT GRIS 2011, MISHA’S 

VINEYARD, CENTRAL OTAGO,  
NEW ZEALAND 
This off dry wine has expressive nose of pink grapefruit mixed 
with pineapple and pear. The rich full and almost endless 
palate is gentle on entry with a refreshing chalky acidity. 
Portion of it being aged in older oak adds more to its 
complexity. 

• $520 • 

ALBERT PIC & FILS CHABLIS, FRANCE, 
2010 
Chablis- best known (and most widely-imitated) white wines 
in the world, The great white Burgundy grape, the 
Chardonnay, is used to produce this wine which is dry, clear, 
and crisp, with an attractive `mineral' rather than fruity 
flavour, noticeable in the bouquet as well as the taste. 

• $620 • 

DOMAINE CORDIER POUILLY FUISSE, 
BURGUNDY, FRANCE, 2011 
Very forward with white tropical peach and rich use of toasty 
oak makes this a wonderful full style of Fuisse. The length of 
finish is long and harmonious. 

• $680 • 

LUGANA RESERVA, SERGIO ZENATO, 2008 
Harvested and later fermented in barriques for 3 weeks, 
matured in new oak for 4 months followed by 6 months  
in steel and 6 months in glass before release. The wine is 
lustrous light gold with rich luscious scents of citron and 
tropical fruits. It boasts a full-well balanced body and 
sustained aromatic finish. 

• $780 • 

DOMAINE XAVIER MONNOT MEURSAULT, 
COTE DE BEAUNE, BURGUNDY 2009 
Luminous gold colour, intense fragrance and refined flavours. 
It is full bodied without being heavy, with a long lasting 
finish. Obvious wood treatment with notes of vanilla and 
spice that frame hazelnut and orchard fruit aromas that 
merge into round, rich and sweet flavours all wrapped in a 
nice clean and dry finish. 

• $820 • 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%C3%B4te_de_Beaune


All prices are subject to 10% service charge. 
 

 

 

 
 

 
  

 
GUNDERLOCH NACKENHEIM 

ROTHENBERG RIESLING AUSLESE, 
RHEINHESSEN, GERMANY, 2007 
Pretty bright lemon colour. The mouth is full of cooked pear, 
orange flower, candied ginger and honey notes and the 
flavours seem to linger on forever. Good balance of sweetness 
and acidity with minerals on the finish. Lovely lush  
mouth feel that coats the palate and leaves with a strong 
mineral finish. 

 

• 

 

$1,120 

 

• 

 
DOMAINE JEAN MARC BOILLOT PULIGNY 

MONTRACHET 1ER CRU COMBETTES, 
COTE’ DE BEAUNNE, BURGUNDY, 2007 
A wonderful Puligny-Montrachet destined for greatness with  
a lot of precision. A bit toasty and woody initially. Not too 
acidic. Slightly rich, not very deep though. Lemony clear  
light yellow, fresh nose with dried flowers, freshly squeezed 
lemon and hints of licorice root. 

 

• 

 

$1,780 

 

• 



All prices are subject to 10% service charge. 
 

 
RED WINE 

 
  

CHATEAU AILLAN 2011, ST. ESTEPHE, 
BORDEAUX 

•  • $550 

Deep red colour expression of well pronounced Cedar,  
fine tannic structure with exceptional backbone makes 
this Bordeaux a class on its own. 

 

• $550 • 

MASSENA EPSILON SHIRAZ,  
BARROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA, 2010 
This dry, full bodied and fruity red displays a complex and 
intense nose, on the palate, its refreshing acidity, fleshy 
tannins, and broad texture precede a long finish. 

• $620 • 

LEROY BOURGOGNE ROUGE, BURGUNDY, 
FRANCE 2007 
One of the most prestigious producers in Burgundy. This 
Bourgogne rouge is the light medium bodied with a lovely 
silky texture, fresh red berry fruit and gentle earth notes. 

• $775 • 

CHATEAU MONTELENA ESTATE 

ZINFANDEL,NAPA VALLEY, USA, 2010 
Montelena fashions an old style, classic California Zinfandel. 
Dark ruby red, heaps of dark fruit, blackberry, dried  
black currant, and strawberry undertones, complemented by 
rich toasted oak notes and hints of tobacco and rose. 

• $820 • 

FISHER UNITY CABERNET SAUVIGNON, 
NAPA VALLEY, USA, 2010 
Produced using grapes from Napa and Sonoma, this is a 
pleasing one, full bodied with flavours of black cherry, 
raspberry and dark cocoa powder with slight herbaceous note. 

• $820 • 

AMIRAL DE BEYCHEVELLE, SAINT-JULIEN, 
FRANCE, 2008 
Second wine of Château Beychevelle, this  
Cabernet Sauvignon-dominated wine is soft and elegant,  
with rich cassis and black berry fruit and subtle tannins.  
It has body, and is very rich in flavour and have a delicious  
and delicate bouquet. 

• $880 • 

CLOS DE L’ORATOIRE DES PAPES, 
CHATEAUNEUF DU-PAPE, 2011 
Intense ruby colour – complex bouquet of spices, liquorice 
and fruits – rich on the palate – develops intense aromas of  
red fruits (black currant, blackberry, cherry) – refined 
tannins. 

• $980 • 



All prices are subject to 10% service charge. 
 

 
 

 
  

GAJA BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO, 
PIEDMONTE, ITALY, 2008 
Certainly one of the premier expressions of Sangiovese in all of 
Italy. Deep ruby red in colour, expressive nose with cherry 
notes, forest fruits, aromatic herbs, and juniper aromas.  
On the palate, this expresses ripe tannins, integrated acidity, 
rich structure and a lingering finish. 

• $1,020 • 

ALTER EGO DE PALMER, BORDEAUX, 
MARGAUX, FRANCE, 2008 
There is a lovely depth of fruit and spice on palate and 
fabulous concentration and focus. Very elegant with 
multilayered fruit and wonderful long finish. 

• $1,200 • 

DOMAINE FAIVELEY NUITS ST.GEORGES 

PREMIER CRU PORET ST. GEORGES, 
BURGUNDY, 2006 
Blackberry, plum and cassis, medium to full bodied and very 
pure fruit flavours. Elegant, some finely defined tannic 
backbone and very well balanced structure, it is approachable 
and makes it stand out if compared to most of the 2006 
produced from Burgundy. 

• $1,350 • 

ANTINORI GUADO AL TASSO, 2005, 
TOSCANA, ITALY 
The estate’s flagship wine, the 2005 Guado al Tasso, possesses 
gorgeous aromatics and a core of vibrant, dark fruit framed by 
fine tannins. Intense ruby red colour, very subtle and fragrant 
aromas with light hints of red berries and stronger sensations 
of chocolate and liquorice. A tangy and lingering wine. 

• $1,800 • 

 


